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For the laws buffs amongst us, 2016 promises to be an interesting year.
Experimental variations will be tested in various countries and those that are
deemed to be worthy of trial globally will be tried out here in season 2017-18.
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This issue of CONTACT aims to further inform and stimulate readers to think
about the e.v’s that have been chosen. Are they the ones that should be trialled?
Are there more important aspects of the laws that should have been included?
For whose benefit are they intended? Can we anticipate the outcomes already?
I became aware of a World Rugby press release issued in September 2015,
thanks to Honorary Member and past CUDRRS chairman, Ray Olds.

It announced a package of law trials that will take place in a number of international and domestic competitions in 2016. Every four years across the Rugby
World Cup cycle, rugby’s governing body undertakes a complete health-check of
9
the game’s playing trends to ensure that the sport continues to develop at all
10
levels around the world. It is said this extensive process is undertaken with full
10 union consultation. But are the chosen e.v’s based on trends in Community Rugby
10 or just in the elite game?
8

It is claimed that there has been full union consultation. Does anyone remember if
REMEMBER CORE VALUES the RFU asked local referee societies or grassroots rugby for their suggestions?
Does any one know what input the RFU had to the selection of laws for the trials?
Teamwork
Respect
Previously trials were operated by World Rugby at Cambridge and Stellenbosch
Enjoyment
but a desire to deliver extensive, meaningful, elite-level analysis and feedback
Discipline
meant that unions were asked to nominate competitions for the trials. All trials will
Sportsmanship
be filmed and independently analysed in preparation for World Rugby Council to
consider which trials go forward for global trial in 2017.
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY CONTACT alerted readers to the press release in December but as yet there has
been no reaction from them. Maybe that’s because CUDRRS is not involved in the
Tuesday, 9th February 2016
experimentation this time round. Wales, France, Australia, British Army and World
Monthly Meeting
Rugby competitions will do the laboratory work in this research project.
at Shelford RUFC
We also know that New Zealand is to trial other law changes plus the managing of
7.30 pm
a game with two officials on the pitch. Read all about it on the page 2.
Topic to be announced later
The trial about how the scrum half is to throw the ball into the scrum confirms that
Friday,15th April 2016
World Rugby has given up all attempts to get the ball thrown in straight along the
middle line. Feeding may become legitimised, a fair hooking contest scrapped.
Annual Dinner and
Ladies Night
at 7.00 for 7.20 pm in the
Great Hall at Christ’s College

Booking now open to clubs
and non members
Three course meal with wine
Tickets £50 each
Dress Code: Smart
Contact David Norman
TN: 01223 335068
Email: dn102@cam.ac.uk
Cheques made payable to
CUDRRS
Visit
CUDRRS website
www.cambsref.co.uk

This is what it says about Law 20.6 (d) “The scrum half must throw the ball in
straight, but is allowed to align his shoulder on the middle line of the scrum, therefore allowing him to stand a shoulder width towards his side of the middle line”.
No.9s must still throw the ball in straight, but along a new line which is closer to
their hooker. Any resemblance to Rugby League scrums is purely accidental.
How long before the two codes merge and flankers get their P45s?.
Premiership Rugby returned to our TV screens post Christmas and there is no
sign that the Panel referees made a New Year’s resolution to apply the current law
correctly. They seem to applying the e.v. already. Why not admit it. The law trials
are for the benefit of pro Rugby and the entertainment business it has become.
There is little wrong with the way participator (Community) rugby is played. There
is much wrong with spectator (Professional) rugby. A change of player /coach
attitude is wanted there more than changes in laws that will affect us all.
The choices have been made, so let’s reserve judgment until they trials are over
and specific proposals are up for discussion. Meanwhile, read more about it on
http://www.worldrugby.org/news/90108

Editor
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KIWIS ON TRIAL
Retaining the Rugby World Cup entitles New Zealand Rugby to take a lead in determining the future direction of
the game, it seems. The Rugby Heaven web site informs us that NZRU is to trial playing with two referees and new
laws in its national provincial championship in 2016.
The full article can be read and studied at
http://www.stuff.co.nz/sport/rugby/75216263/nz-rugby-to-trial-two-refs-new-laws-in-national-provincial-championshipin-2016

“Two referees will officiate together next season as part of a World Rugby trial of proposed rule changes. The
second on-field official will mainly be used to rule on a new offside line that will be moved one metre back from a
redefined ruck, where the confusing "gate" will be ditched and the rights of the tackler reduced.
New Zealand’s provincial unions sounded out clubs across the country about whether or not they wanted their premier competitions to trial the rules in order to prepare players for the representative season.
Many have been saying the game needs to be easier to play, watch and referee but the move to using two referees
as is the case in the National Rugby League is a bold move.
NRL introduced the concept in 2009 and some referees believe it will provide a major improvement in keeping ever
creeping defensive players on side. They also believed getting rid of the imaginary "gate" through which players
can legally enter the breakdown will make things easier for officials.
It remains unclear what duties each of the on-field referees would have exactly but is assumed the secondary
official would primarily be charged with policing the offside. In league, there is a "lead ref" who does the bulk of
officiating from the defensive side though in international matches there is still only one on-field official.
Dual referees aside, the most drastic change to be trialled during New Zealand's newly named Mitre 10 Cup will be
at the tackle and ruck respectively.
Under current law a ruck is formed when one player from each team are on their feet, in physical contact, over the
ball. The trial will see the word "ruck" replaced by "breakdown", which would be formed when just one attacking
player was over the ball on the ground at a tackle. Once a breakdown is formed, no player from either side will be
able to make a play for the ball with their hands, but in the absence of a "gate" would be able to enter the breakdown from any angle as long as they have come from an onside position.
That will see an end to the familiar call of "in from the side" with the hope there are less penalties and less confusion about which players are legally trying to enter the most frequent phase of the game. Essentially defenders will
only be able to make a play for the ball if they swoop in, à la Wallabies loose forward David Pocock, before the first
arriving attacker can turn the tackle into a breakdown.
Tackler's rights will also be reduced from 360 degrees to 180 degrees, blunting the effectiveness of players like
open-side flankers. With the requirement to get back one metre before returning to the breakdown, tacklers will
essentially have only one choice, that is to roll away.
Law makers are hopeful defences will see opportunity for counter rucking in numbers as opposed to getting their
hands on the ball. Some coaches believe the rule changes will favour the attacking side by making it difficult to
effect a steal at the tackle with defences simply fanning out to form a defensive wall.
Similar dynamics were at play in in Super Rugby during the early 2000s when the Brumbies, under coach Eddie
Jones, perfected the art of building pressure through holding the ball through countless phases in order to break
down picket fence defensive lines.
There is potential for the new laws, but not the two referees, to be trialled in New Zealand's premier club rugby
grade in 2016. Provinces across the country are currently asking their clubs for feedback, although World Rugby
would then have to sign off on any changes below the national provincial championship.
The drive for change has been driven by World Rugby who sought feedback from around the globe before ratifying
the trials, which will not be restricted to New Zealand. Steve Hansen has expressed his desire to see changes to
simplify the breakdown and create time and space for teams to attack, while Chiefs coach Dave Rennie took part in
World Rugby's review process in March this year as a member of a Laws Representation Group.
That group presented recommendations to World Rugby in October and following next year's trials any approved
changes would come into force in January 2017 in the southern hemisphere and in August 2017 for the northern
hemisphere.
In summary, the proposed World Rugby law changes:
1 Two on-field referees
2 Removal of the 'gate' entry at the breakdown
3 Tackler and arriving players can enter from midpoint of breakdown as long as they come from an onside position
4 Tackler no longer has 360 degree rights to the ball
4 Offside lines one metre behind hindmost foot at the breakdown.
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SUITS WHO, SIR?
This is a summary of the changes being tried out in 2016 as reported on the SA Rugby Referees website.
Law 3 - Number of Players
If a team cannot provide a suitably trained substitute in the front row after injury or sending off, the match will proceed with uncontested scrums but - here's the change - with eight players in each pack. (It has become a practice
that seven players pack in the scrum while the other player joins the backs)
Law 5 - Time
If time is up and a penalty awarded, the team receiving the penalty is allowed to kick into touch and have the lineout.
Law 6 - Referee
Two on-field referees will be tried out in every match. It will be one referee's responsibility to monitor the new offside line at a breakdown.
Law 8 - Advantage
If a team infringes more than once while advantage is being played, the non-offending captain will be allowed a
choice of which penalty he would prefer.
Law 9 - Points
The try will be increased to six points while goals kicked will all be two points - penalty goal, dropped goal and conversion. There will be no conversion necessary at a penalty try. The penalty try will count eight points.
Law 13 - Kick-offs
The variation allowed in Sevens for botched kick-offs will be used in 15-man rugby, namely a free kick at the middle of the half-way line and not a scrum. The scrum will not be an option at all.
Laws 15 & 16 - Tackle and Ruck
The 'gate' is gone. In fact, the ruck after a tackle is gone. Now it is to be called a breakdown. There is an offside
line a metre behind the breakdown. There is no more a requirement for players to enter from behind the gate
formed by the bodies of the tackled player and the tackler. Side entry is done away with, but a player entering the
breakdown must start from an onside position. In addition the privilege that the tackler had of entering from 'any
direction' is gone. He, too, must play from an onside position.
Law 17 - Maul
If a maul is formed, it must move forward within five seconds. If it does not do so, the maul is declared over. If the
referee can see the ball he will allow 'a reasonable time' for the ball to emerge. If it does not emerge, a scrum is
awarded.
Law 19 - Touch
This attempts to make it easier to decide the ins and outs of touch and to keep the game going.
* A player juggling to catch a ball, is out when he makes contact with touch. A player juggling the ball is deemed to
be in possession of the ball.
* If a player in the field of play, jumps and knocks the ball back into play, play goes on as long as he does so before
he hands, regardless of where he lands and where the ball was when he played it back into play.
* If a ball-carrier crosses the touchline and plays the ball back into the field before neither he nor the ball has
landed in touch.
* If a player in touch, catches the ball before it reaches the plane of touch, it is the other side's throw-in. He is
deemed to have taken the ball into touch.
Law 20 -Scrum
Forming the scrum
There will be just two calls - Crouch, Bind. On bind the props will put their arms in the right positions and then all
eight players will tighten their binds without pushing.
When this has happened the scrumhalf will put the ball in. The referee will not tell him to do so.
Leaving the decision to the scrumhalf will give the hooker a chance to signal his readiness and make him more
likely to heel the ball.
The scrumhalf must put the ball in straight but the ball need not be along the middle line, the line under the seam
formed by the joining of the two front rows. In fact the scrumhalf could have the outside of his left shoulder opposite
the middle line and so be a shoulder's width closer to his own side and thus may make the hooker more likely to
heel the ball. It may also make for choosing broad-shouldered scrumhalves!
Wheeling
If a scrum wheels the new scrum will be where the scrum ended, not where the scrum was originally set.
Law 22 - In-goal
If the attacking team infringes in such a way that a five-metre scrum could be awarded, the defending team would
have the option of the scrum or a drop-out from the five-metre line. This is likely to reduce the number of scrums.
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WHY BETTER RUGBY
What is the mission statement of CUDRRS? That was one of the questions Guy Mulley asked at our Christmas
Quiz night. Everyone knew the correct answer, of course, but since then I have thought more about what is this
“Better Rugby” we are working to achieve through better refereeing and why are we doing it.
That led me to consider questions about the Community game (but recognising the influence of professionalism).
a) What sort of rugby is being played now?
b) What improvements do we wish to see?
c) What can we do to achieve them?
d) What will be the outcome?
The answers? a) Rugby failing to retain adult players and thus fewer games to referee
b) Simpler laws, less administration and a more fun game for all
c) Continue to improve our refereeing and recruit more to the cause
d) A more attractive sport that will retain and draw more people to play it
“There is always strength in numbers. The more individuals or organizations that you can rally to your cause, the
better”. This Brainy Quote is true for both the playing and the refereeing of Rugby Union. Clubs, schools and referees societies depend on each another. “Without you, there is no us” is a statement that each could justifiable
make to the others. No clubs = no matches = no referees required. No referees = no games. Simples!
The game needs strength in numbers to survive as a major sport in this country and to attract money through government grants and commercial sponsorship. The amount of financial support given out by Sport England is
related to the number of people who participate in sports weekly and monthly.
An independent national survey of weekly and monthly participation across all sports showed trends between
different groups in the population that participated in Rugby Union from October 2014 to September 2015.
It showed a year-on-year increase of over 13,000 in the number of people in England participating in rugby union
at least once a week. The trends in these figures gathered for Sport England were consistent those found by the
RFU’s own internal surveys. This reflects the hard work and commitment of volunteers and staff throughout the
Community game. There are examples of this in Cambridgeshire.
It indicated a significant growth in the 26+ age group. Once a week participation in the 16-25 age bracket remains
challenging. However, the playing pools in schools, colleges and universities have increased significantly. With
continued effort in these areas, including a focus on transitioning players from junior to adult rugby, the RFU
is confident of converting this into regular participation. Let’s hope the RFU is right.
For Rugby Union, the numbers have gone up and down since October 2006 when it was 185,600. They rose to
230,3000 over the next two years then dropped significantly to 166,400 in April 2013. The amount of funding to
the RFU was then put under review. Subsequent increases on participation occurred in March 2015 (173,190) and
September 2015 (191,900). The next survey will identify what, if any, effect the Rugby World Cup 2015 has had.
The threat of funding withdrawals or cuts may have receded.
But there is a threat to the Community game that will make it a less attractive sport for young people to play.
It’s this. The influence of a professional game that starts with a kick off and continues with aerial tennis as the “up
and under” is preferred to passing, running and supporting; scrums that collapse to win a penalty rather than to
deliver possession from hooking; gaps in the lineout that disappear before the ball is thrown in; straight throwing in
to set pieces which elite referees no longer insist upon; driving mauls from the lineout that are allowed to continue
although the ball carrier at the back does not maintain a bind; ball carriers who choose collision not evasion; possession at the breakdown considered more important than set piece possession and ends up with clearing out of
players without the ball who are put to the ground; and the conversion of a 15 a side game to 23 a side, in which
emphasis is put on defence and goal kicking.
Twenty years of professional rugby have changed the game dramatically. It’s participants are dedicated to increased physicality, fitness and speed and the pursuit of points in a league table. Laws are applied, interpreted and
changed to suit the paid and paying not unpaid participants. The object is to get more bums on seats that to get
more bums into shorts. That’s entertainment folks.
But sport should have more to offer than this for the thousands that want to play it but who neither aspire nor have
the desire or the ability to perform on a stage that has to satisfy paying customers. They just want to have fun.
Rugby provided this in the past and Community Rugby will continue to do so in the future provided we take care of
it. That’s why CUDRRS mission is relevant to today’s and tomorrow’s Rugby even though it‘s influence is limited
geographically.
Let’s resolve in 2016 to tackle the mission with greater endeavour and try to prevent anyone from spoiling our
game with law changes that do not improve our enjoyment of it. A call to arms!!!
“Rally the like minded” who share our mission and with strength in numbers we will achieve the Better Rugby that
suits us and have it not shaped by rules imposed from above by those with a different (monetary) agenda.
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FORWARD THINKING
No, this not an article about front row play, line out drills or rucking. Players numbered 1 to 8 do apply their minds
to the future of the game. They like, all who want Rugby to thrive, think and hope that the powers that be when
making law changes will look forward and meet the needs of future as well as current players. Unless Rugby can
attract youth, it will die. Unless adults are happy to keep playing, it will die sooner.
With all these law changes being considered in 2016, it would be right to ask why such change is necessary and
for whose benefit is it intended. If the purpose is to make the elite game more attractive to watch and increase the
number of spectators, that would be wrong.
There is no improvement without change and change should have a purpose. The next tranche of law changes
must be able to persuade more people to play the game, especially the young. That must be the top priority.
Secondary to that, the changes should encourage those who do not play to support those who do at rugby clubs
and thirdly, for the benefit of the professional game, give entertainment to those who wish to pay and spectate.
Rugby Union must not be allowed to wither. It is worth preserving as a sport for fun, friendship and, as the introduction to the Playing Charter says, because it embraces concepts such as courage, loyalty, sportsmanship, discipline and teamwork. These have valuable social benefits which is why governments are interested.
The development of our sport must not be limited by its traditions and history. The laws and refereeing, like the
way the game is played, must move with the times and appeal to the young and to their parents who are rightfully
concerned about the safety aspects of an increasingly combative, collision oriented and physically demanding
sport. The professional era has eroded the skill element and emphasised the requirement for strength and power.
Amateur grassroots rugby must provide a door for young people to pass through into a rewarding world of sporting experiences that will keep them “hooked” on Rugby for a life time.
Sport is only one of many leisure and lifestyle choices available to young people these days. Last November. the
RFU's Development Director, Steve Grainger, said it was committed to its continued investment in facilities and
had put £10m into clubhouse improvements since 2012. Rugby Clubs volunteer had raised a further £28m to add
to this. The legacy of the Rugby World Cup 2015 and Sport England’s strategy post London Olympics 2012 are
taking shape. Youth is being targeted.
Improvements to clubhouses, a focus on coaching and investment in artificial pitches have been highlighted as
ways to improve and maintain adolescent participation in rugby. Grainger said that improvements to bar areas
and social spaces were needed to entice “18, 19, 20-year-olds” in the face of competition from coffee shops, modern pubs and wine bars. “We don’t just want them going into the changing room, going out and playing and then
going home,” he said. “We need them in the clubhouse, we need that camaraderie to stay true to the game. Investment into our club facilities is crucial; it’s one of the unique selling points of our sport”.
He also pinpointed the importance of good coaching for players aged 15 to 19, and called on retiring players to
nurture the development of youngsters. This age bracket is the crucial period where youngsters decide whether
they committed to or left the game depending on the quality of their experience.
“That age group needs and wants quality coaching. They want people who understand the technical and tactical
side of the game – those currently playing the game.” They also want competent referees, Steve.
Young people are eager to learn but like things straight and uncomplicated. They like to know the boundaries
within which they can operate. They respond to peer pressure. They like to socialise with mates. They want to
know where to get help should they need it. They like praise. They respect authority which gives clear messages
consistently. They can get bored quickly if excitement or challenge wanes. Rugby can satisfy their desires.
What has all this to do with CUDRRS? From a refereeing point of view, our society is able to match the needs of
youth rugby. From a laws point of view, the current ones are complicated by too many extra interpretations and
explanations of how they should be applied. They are not applied as they should be throughout the game.
The law trials hopefully will simplify Law 19 and not reward the team which causes the ball to go out of play (for
example by deliberately picking up or catching the ball after tactically putting a foot over a line). The Under 19
scrummage variation restriction on pushing would be usefully applied to all adult rugby in the interest of safety.
The introduction of an offside line to the breakdown/ tackle/ruck/maul make it easier for players to understand if it
was accompanied by a requirement for all players in front of a team mate playing the ball to retire behind the ball.
To counter coaching’s intention to make the purpose of scrums the winning of a penalty, scrums that collapse
should be reset as uncontested scrums. The same side should throw the ball in because the offending side had
forfeited possession by a minor infringement. The non-offending side deserves to gain possession. Therefore, this
change is in keeping with one of the principles of the game, rewards and punishments.
We will have another year to wait before final decisions are made. In so far as we can influence what they will be
let’s remember that we should be thinking not just of today’s participants but those of future tomorrows.
How would CONTACT’s readers attract more people to play Rugby? This newsletter offers them space to air their
views and suggestions. How forward thinking are they? Watch this space.
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WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT
CONTACT’s intrepid reporters have been busy searching and listening out for Rugby news items of interest.
At the Ricoh Stadium, England legend Lawrence Dallaglio met Wasp’s Ashley
Johnson who had switched from playing No.8 to hooker. Our undercover agent
noted the difference in hair styles and overheard Ashley ask Lawrence if he
should get a similar hair cut to enable him to see the ball better when it is thrown
into the scrum. “Pointless” said Lol, “Save your money and keep your strength”.
He then explained . “Hookers these days don’t have a chance to see the ball on
their opponents throw in and on their own team’s throw in they need eyes in their backsides”. How true.
Charles Osbourn has informed James Pepper that the CUDRRS Grading Committee, now strengthened by the
addition of Ross McEwan as a member, has elevated Paul Wilson to Level 8 and James Matcham to Level 11.
There was also good news given to Alun Bedding and Bill Griffiths. They have completed the requisite number of
matches following their ELRA course and are now graded Level 13. Well done all.
Through the keyhole of the door to the room where the Scrum Steering Group was meeting, CONTACT’s man in
Dublin, heard the suggestion that the only way to get the ball thrown in straight at the scrum was to assign an
assistant referee to each team who would replace the scrum half and do the task. The AR would also be responsible for throwing the ball in at line-outs. These additional officials would change sides at half time in the interest of
fairness and equity. This move would require even more referees. Maybe the second referee in the NZ trials could
be used for this.
Through the window of an adjoining room, and with the help of binoculars, the Laws Reform Group was seen
discussing new formations at the line out. There seemed to be a difference of opinion over whether Rugby should
be played by players on their feet or whether lifting a team mate anywhere on the field was within the spirit of the
game. Telephone calls were made to the Chinese and Russian Rugby Unions asking for advice from their State
Circuses about safe lifting . Meanwhile, some clubs are already in training for possible law changes.

Rugby correspondents having watched another Premiership game that featured too many bouts of aerial tennis,
expressed concern in the press room afterwards about the wisdom of appointing a former All England Lawn Tennis & Croquet Club Chief Executive to the same position with the RFU. What next asks CONTACT? Will the RFU
suggest that the ball must be kicked between the uprights and under the cross bar, à la croquet, to score a goal or
conversion? Mr Ritchie was not available for comment.
This motto was found in a Christmas cracker pulled at the New Year’s lunch for Premiership Directors of Rugby
“Whilst you can run and pass, keep your boots on the grass”.
The composer of the motto was advocating that more emphasis should be placed on Rugby than Football
wherever the Union game is played. After all, Webb Ellis picked up the ball and ran with it during a school football match in 1823. Consideration is to be given to limiting teams to two consecutive kicks only. A third kick would
be penalised by awarding a scrum to the opposition where this kick was made.
National Panel referees have been instructed to take extra preventive action to
protect player safety. If they suspect a high tackle will be made, they are authorised
to involve themselves physically and break the tackler’s hold on an opponent’s neck.
The photo taken at the recent Cambridge v Bishops Stortford match shows the new
policy in action.
Cambridge suffered their second defeat of the season and dropped to second place
in National League 2 South. They are still in with a chance of promotion.
Saffron Walden headed London 2 North East at the turn the year and Ely were second but equal on points with the leaders in Eastern Counties One.
CONTACT’s agents will keep all three clubs under surveillance hoping to witness a
hat trick of successes and elevations to higher levels at the end of this season.
Good luck.
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KEEPING UP

Steve Johnson

In the article entitled “The Knowledge” in December’s CONTACT, the point was made that referees must apply the
Laws fairly and also keep their knowledge of them up-to-date. I recently had a doctor’s appointment and, anticipating that the waiting time might enable me to read ‘War and Peace’, I took my Law book with me for a bit of light
reading. This proved rewarding as I was able to adjudicate in a heated discussion at King’s School the following
day.
Although I did not see the (apparently) fantastic Wasps v Bath European Champions game, I heard about it specifically because of a decision that occurred late in the game. Bath won it 25-23 with George Ford's conversion in the
last seconds. Wasps players George Smith and Lorenzo Cittadini had been yellow carded in the 80th and 81st
minutes. The scrums went uncontested.
The Bath captain appealed to the referee that Wasps put equal numbers in the scrum. I suspect Bath wanted to
deplete the number of Wasps players in the outside defensive line. The referee was Jerome Garces .
The referee agreed (as did Austin Healey in the commentary box – which should have alerted all viewers about the
dubious “correctness” of this decision), and acted accordingly. WRONG CALL MON AMI!
As CUDRRS cognoscenti would know, there is no obligation within the laws for this to take place. Law 20.1 Section
(e) Exception makes this clear. (May not remain the case if one of the law trial on Law 3 is adopted. See page 3.)
What this shows once again that maintaining one’s knowledge of the game - and its laws - is not as easy as nonreferees think. I imagine that, prior to this, Jerome had not needed to make a decision on this issue for many
moons, and was unsure.
I also saw a masterful piece of refereeing at the Saracens vs. Oyonax game recently. Although brightly clad in a
(CUDRRS lookalike) yellow shirt, I had to intentionally look from time to time to see where he was. Always up with
play, unobtrusive unless necessary, he was excellent. As I recall, the game was yellow-card free, and the players
(even the losers) seemed to be ENJOYING their day. (The referee was George Clancy… Editor)

KEEPING UP
Keeping up with knowledge of the laws is one thing. Keeping up with game is as important. Referees need to be fit
and have knowledge of the game which gets them in the right position to make right decisions. Right.
Here we see newly promoted Level 8 referee Paul Wilson up
with the play between Saffron Walden and Basildon.
James Pepper made a good selection in appointing a financial
manager to this match. Paul’s accounting skills proved useful in
totting up the many Walden scores in their 87- nil victory which
kept them at the top of the London 2 North East table.
Eleven matches played, unbeaten at home gives the Henham
club a great chance of promotion. They need to watch out for
Diss and Sudbury who are in close contention.
Paul could not call upon the services of CUDRRS auditor, Dave
Dobson, to check his scorecard. He was at Wisbech where his
club was playing Ely with the excellent Spike Dewing refereeing.
The cathedral city team were riding high in Greene King IPA
Eastern Counties 1 league in second place behind Wymondham
but on equal points with them at the start of 2016.
Get to the breakdown quickly. Be the third person there at the
tackle. These are basic requirements for a referee to keep up
with play and be in the positions where he/she should be.
Spike is seen here close enough to see and communicate and
ready to zoom back for a wider view. He used less lead and
paper than Paul to record the score in his match.
Dave (who knows how many beans make five) had no problem
auditing the 10 points each side scored in this drawn game.
Keeping up with the score and the time are duties referees have
under Law 6.A.4. Anticipating the need for more referees if more
people take up Rugby, the Government is reintroducing
numeracy testing so that all pupils know their times tables by
age 11.
Those refereeing youth rugby may need to brush up their arithmetic. ELRA courses will now include a maths test.
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COMMUNITY SPIRIT ALIVE
You may have received a Christmas card containing the words “And On Earth, Peace to Men of Good Will” or
heard them sung by the carollers at your door. It takes people of good will to establish peace among themselves.
Goodwill, like a puppy, is not just for Christmas. It is a feature of community spirit - the friendliness, understanding
and support between people who share common values. This article is about the community spirit within Rugby
Union that manifested itself just before Christmas in my old club, St Mary’s Old Boys in Bristol, and is ongoing.
Here is an inspiring story that illustrates why we love Rugby so much and why we should be determined to see its
characteristics of integrity, passion, solidarity and respect remain sacrosanct as the game inevitably develops.
On Saturday the 5th December 2015, the Saints club captain and talisman, Liam O’Keefe, suffered a serious injury
playing the game that he loved in a Gloucester Premier league fixture against Cheltenham Saracens. Liam, who
has played for the club for 21 years and leads the team out every Saturday, suffered a severe spinal injury which
may be life changing. He is the lifeblood of our club and we are going to do everything in our power to ensure that
he remains that way. We would like to raise money to help Liam and his family through this tough period.
Liam is a huge part and driving force behind the club and has been for some years. He is a true clubman who,
along with his brother, has played at Marys since he was a young child. He is a part of our family and huge figure in
the Bristol rugby community. We care about him because he is our brother.
Liam will be moved to a specialist spinal hospital in Salisbury for further treatment and rehabilitation which the
money will be used to help Liam and his family pay for any travel and medical costs, as well as assisting in the
future in making any modifications to his home as necessary. The only thing we care about is getting Liam back
down to club as soon as possible, so that he can continue to be the pillar of the community that he always has
been. These words are those written by his club mates on the “Just giving” web page.
The serious nature of Liam’s injury impacted upon the local rugby community which historically in Bristol is very
close. As the local press reported “Bristol Combination clubs, led by Avonmouth, have been well to the fore in
showing solidarity with Liam. All three of their club's senior sides last weekend took to the field wearing green and
black Saints socks, raising £400. Old Reds and Barts Rugby clubs also followed suit with the same gesture. Saints,
in fact, have had to urgently order more socks in order to cope with demand”.
It went on “Liam's family and Saints have been overwhelmed by the number of messages of support, particularly
on social media. One posting on the St Mary's website on the weekend following the accident received more than
16,000 hits, while messages for Liam on Twitter have been the most popular in the entire South West.”
Local rugby teams continue to wear St. Mary's socks and raise funds in support of Liam. The club President said
“I can only stand back in amazement at the magnificent response from the rugby/sporting community. Thank you
all. I have learnt that Hornets (National 3 South), will wear our socks this Saturday and will raise funds to support
Liam. We continue to be amazed at the "rugby family" support for him”.
Messages for Liam, who in his youth captained a Bristol Schools' squad that included Luke Eves (Bristol centre
and England U20 captain), have also been received from as far afield as Cornwall, London, Leicester, Brighton and
Birmingham. Premiership clubs such as Bristol, Bath, Northampton and Worcester have already sent shirts to
boost his spirits, as have Tottenham and even Real Madrid star Gareth Bale, thanks to a family connection with the
Welsh FA.
CONTACT frequently refers to the friendship and fun that is Community Rugby. I cherish both aspects of the game
because that is what I have experienced in the seventy years I have participated in the sport. You know who your
real friends are when you're at your lowest point. They are the ones who will see you through thick and thin, the
good and the bad, the ups and the downs. They are the team mates that sort out the flanker that breaks too soon
from the scrum and tackles you at fly half after you have passed the ball. They are your Welsh prop that tickles the
ribs of the troublesome opponent in the line out. They are the ex players / parents who support the team in all
weathers and in defeat or in victory. They are the mums that wash the teams kit or cook the post match meals.
Rugby is a contact sport and sadly several players have been severely injured and disabled. We think of Matt
Hampson, the Leicester Tigers player injured in 2005 when just 20 years old. He was left paralysed from the neck
down when a scrum collapsed in a training session with the England Under-21 squad.
Matt has said "The thing that was great for me was the support from my amazing family and friends. My old teammates are a still a massive part of my life, as well as of the Matt Hampson Foundation. They support me in everything I do.” The foundation provides advice, support and treatment for anyone suffering serious injury or disability.
There's nothing quite like the spirit of rugby and the way the sport rallied round to raise a remarkable sum for
injured Cardiff Blues centre Owen Williams has shown that to be true. Owen suffered a serious spinal injury playing
for the Blues in Singapore in June 2014. The rugby community continues to show their support for him.
For Liam, Matt and Owen, their setbacks have demonstrated clearly that your family and your rugby club mates is
where you will find that goodwill and the peace of Christmas all year round. Keep the Community spirit alive and
be prepared to promote it wherever your Rugby takes you.
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THE WINTER’S TALE
The title of Shakespeare’s play borrowed for this article is famous for its two-part structure which
makes it seem like two entirely different plays that are joined together at the end. “Different” might
well describe the approaches of coaches and referees towards Rugby but which in the end must
come together for the benefit of the game . And so it came to pass at Grantchester Road.
’Twas the Twelfth Night of a new year when folk gathered to unravel the mysteries of the tackle
and ruck. It was the first monthly meeting of CUDRRS in 2016 and held at the Cambridge club
where Roland Wiinter, their Director of Rugby, explained the Management of a Contest.
The contest in question was Tackle and
Ruck or the “Breakdown” which is a key
part of the modern game.
Players are coached how to clean out the
opposition at the breakdown as well as
how to protect and steal ball because
winning these contests is crucial and
every second vital.
Speak, we pray thee, Roland, how
dost thou teach thy people to perform
such deeds.
And that’s what he did openly, frankly
and with humour. His criticism of the
referees his teams have is constructive
and he understands the problems referees face. They have to manage play
that is increasingly complex and with players/coaches/spectators expecting every decision they make to be perfect.
The aim of the meeting was to increase the awareness of CUDRRS members about how the game was developing
so they could referee these phases better. Roland described the forensic analysis that coaches apply to the tackle,
ruck and breakdown and how they coach their players to be effective at them to gain possession of the ball or
thwart the opposition’s use of it.
His slide presentation will be available shortly on the Society’s website. This report of the meeting only highlights
some of its content. Knowledge and information is power so read on if you want to become a better referee and
don’t forget to study the slides on the website.
Whilst Roland spoke about coaching at the elite and national league levels, the skills and methodology have, and
will continue to, cascade down to the levels of Rugby to which CUDRRS match officials are appointed.
The tackle area is one of the most difficult to referee at any level because of the speed of play and the bodies
involved. Common understanding of Laws 15 and 16 by coaches and referees helps avoid confrontation between
the two. Roland said he makes sure his players know the laws. They feel confident to question the referee and do.
From a coaches perspective, the first technical aim for the tackled player and tackler is to win the contest.
Arriving players are coached how and where to support and make key decisions as they approach the tackle.
To join or not to join is the question they consider. They realise that referees are probably focused on the defensive
play having been trained to consider Tackler, Tackled and Arriving players in that order.
There were many questions from members which Roland answered readily and the meeting ended with agreement
that the tackle and ruck were a challenge for referees and were fundamental to the game & the most contentious
area - other than the scrum! They required referees to
Be there quickly to referee it accurately
See what is happening and understand the motives of players
Follow the A, B, C approach of check Tackler - Tackled - Arriving Players
Reward skill shown at the phase and not simply prioritise continuity in attack
Ensure their identification of a ruck is correct – don’t call “Ruck” if there isn’t one!
Remember a ruck creates offside lines, so police them
Communicate effectively - it is key to the management of the breakdown
Expect to be conned and swayed by players ....but don’t be. Take charge.
President Jon Evans thanked Roland for the quality of his presentation which contributed to the development training of referees. It supported CUDRRS aim to achieve Better Refereeing for Better Rugby. Monthly training meetings are dedicated to the same cause and members are urged to attend them in greater numbers.
CONTACT will continue to keep absent colleagues informed about meetings but hearing it at first hand is best.
Make it your New Year’s resolution to get to as many as you can. Next one Tuesday, 9th February at Shelford.
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REINFORCEMENTS
Recruiting new referees is never easy but it becomes less difficult when there is a training course in the offing.
There are two programmed for our area in the next few weeks so CUDRRS members should switch into a recruiting mode armed with this information. Start spreading the news.
The training will cover how to read the Laws book to gain knowledge of them and keep up with changes in them.
It will also include how read the game to keep up with play and be in the right position to see what’s happening and
communicate decisions.
Level 2 - Refereeing the XV aside game
This course is for new and developing referees wanting to referee the 15-a-side game and will equip candidates
with the skills and confidence to do so effectively. It is delivered using a mixture of practical and classroom based
activities. Applications should be made through the RFU booking site.
http://www.englandrugby.com/my-rugby/courses/search/#/search?id=&c=&eventid=
Venue - Wymondham RFC
Venue - Kings School, Ely

Dates - 07th & 21st February 2016
Dates - 06th & 13th March 2016

Time – 9.15am – 4.15 pm Cost – £50.00
Time – 9.00am – 5.00 pm Cost – £50.00

NECK AND NECK

Steve Cardy
Steve spent Christmas working out the half term positions of clubs competing for The Whistlers’ Trophy.
He reports that it is neck and neck at the moment between Cantabrigians and Wisbech. Close behind are March
and Mildenhall. Will the trophy be heading to the north or south of Cambridgeshire at the end of this season?
It is nine years, 2006– 07, since it was last won by Cantabs and Wisbech last won it the following year.
The Cardy Carafe awarded to the official who contributes the most information on club’s performances in the WT
is likely to end up in the wine cellar of Stuart Graveston or Paul Wilson. They lead the race currently.
Steve is still researching (Hic) which vintage he will offer as the prize and has travelled to Bordeaux and Champagne or was it Aldi and Lidl. He stresses that there is plenty of time left for the leaders to be overhauled and
sends this message to CUDRRS referees.
Please keep sending your scores in. They are important as they enable the society to recognise those clubs that
treat referees well and identify those where hospitality and respect for referees is not as good as it might be.

PREZ - ON FORWARD

Jon Evans
Our President has released a New Year’s statement to CUDRRS via CONTACT. He reflected on what happened in
the first half of the season especially the Rugby World Cup which was disappointing for England and Stuart Lancaster but nevertheless had thrilled crowds with plenty of good and exciting rugby.
Jon said “ Not much sign of the RWC legacy yet in the adult game but the work John Hanlon and Ian Reid are having to do to cover youth games suggests we may have more kids involved than ever so perhaps the future is rosy”.
He thanked both of them and the hardy souls who support them week after week. The society provides an exceptional level of service to youth rugby in Cambridgeshire which is much appreciated by the clubs and the schools. .
The President commented on the Saturday programme thanking everyone who has been involved and congratulating James Pepper for the work he does. He said “James with the help of members has managed to successfully
cover college games on a Saturday for the first time as well as all the club matches”.
Looking forward, Jon anticipated a decline in the number of games due to deteriorating conditions and fewer
school matches. He pointed out that rearrangement of appointments are bound to be made at short notice and with
the various cup matches, CUDRRS referees will need to be flexible both in their availability and bodies.
“The New Year brings with it many new ideas. it will be interesting to see how those develop. I also see many
similarities with laws we trialled in Cambridge some years ago in college rugby matches. I still have my white triangular card somewhere. Perhaps I should look it out” he said. He asked that members keep working hard on their
fitness keep appointment mangers up to date about availability and keep communicating with society and clubs.
Finally, he drew attention to the training courses detailed above and how they are an opportunity for members to
talk Rugby with others and try to recruit more referees, advisers, coaches and administrators.
“I look forward to seeing as many of you as possible at the Ladies Night and Annual Dinner in April. I for one am
looking forward to hearing Eddie Butler speak. May I wish you and your families a healthy and fruitful 2016”.
CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS.
Contributions from all in the Society and its customers are welcomed and invited.
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